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ABSTRACT

Open Source Software (OSS) forms an infrastructure on which nu-

merous (often critical) software applications are based. Substantial

research was done to investigate central projects such as Linux ker-

nel but we have only a limited understanding of how the periphery

of the larger OSS ecosystem is interconnected through technical

dependencies, code sharing, and knowledge flows. We aim to close

this gap by a) creating a nearly complete and rapidly updateable

collection of version control data for FLOSS projects; b) by cleaning,

correcting, and augmenting the data to measure several types of

dependencies among code, developers, and projects; c) by creat-

ing models that rely on the resulting supply chains to investigate

structural and dynamic properties of the entire OSS. The current

implementation is capable of being updated each month, occupies

over 300Tb of disk space with 1.5B commits and 12B git objects.

Highly accurate algorithms to correct identity data and extract

dependencies from the source code are used to characterize the

current structure of OSS and the way it has evolved. In particular,

models of technology spread demonstrate the implicit factors de-

velopers use when choosing software components. We expect the

resulting research platform will both spur investigations on how

the huge periphery in OSS both sustains and is sustained by the

central OSS projects and, as a result, will increase resiliency and

effectiveness of the OSS.
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CCS CONCEPTS

· General and reference → Measurement; Empirical studies;

· Information systems → Data cleaning; Entity resolution;

Deduplication; · Software and its engineering→ Open source

model.
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